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   Abstract  

 

"Big Data" refers to data sets that are huge in size and/or complex. They may be evaluated computationally to reveal trends, 

associations and patterns, particularly connecting to human behavior and interactions wherein outdated data processing 

application software’s are inadequate to deal with them. There are various security challenges linked in this area and if any 

security breach occurs then it would result in great loss in data and reputation, as the massive volume of data is involved. In 

addition, traditional security mechanisms and tailored mechanisms for big data would not be sufficient. In this paper, we 

highlight the data security and privacy challenges proposed by various sources and proposed encryption technique in our future 

research. For making big data secure, techniques such as encryption must be necessary. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Cloud Computing  

Cloud Computing refers to the exercise of using a network, which comprises remote servers, hosted on the Internet to process, 

manage and store data, as opposed to a personal computer or a local server. It is a type of Internet-based computing, which offers 

shared computer handling resources and data to computers and/or other devices required on demand. It is a prototype for 

facilitating on-demand and global access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., computer networks, servers, 

storage, applications and services). Cloud computing and storage solutions offer various provisions to the users and/or 

enterprises for storing and processing their own data. This can be either done in a privately owned data center or owned by the 

third parties whereas these data centers might be located anywhere in the world. [As per US National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST)] 

 
Fig. 1: Cloud Computing Overview 
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B. Big Data 

Big Data refers to defining enormous volumes of structured and unstructured data that are so huge. It is very tough to process 

these data using outdated databases and software technologies. The term “Big Data” is companies who have to query loosely 

structured very large distributed data. 

In general, the Big Data hardware/software innovations are found & led by various companies such as large-scale 

advertising, social networking and internet search. For example, Google does an analysis and delivering the search results & 

personalized advertising in milliseconds on the clicks, links and content available on 1.5 trillion page views per day. This is 

remarkable and great achievement in computer science & Engineering.[16] 

The open source community, broader commercial and public sector have the contributed technologies from Google, 

Yahoo, Oracle and a few other companies for taking the challenge in making the Big Data work for their own. As opposed to the 

pioneers, this broader community views the big data in a bit different way. Instead of interpreting the data independently, they 

add the new data to the existing operational or analytical systems. 

Where do the data can be secure? : In memory, discovery lab, Data Reservoir, Data Warehouse, Access through tools 

and Networks. 

 
Fig. 2: Big Data Overview 

Big Data is defined by the following four “V”s: 

 Volume 

 Variety 

 Velocity 

 Veracity 

 
Fig. 3: 4V's of Big Data 

C. Hadoop 

Hadoop is a Java-based programming framework, which is an open source. Hadoop supports the storage and processing of very 

large data sets in a distributed computing environment. It belongs to the Apache Software Foundation and integrated in Apache 

projects. The Hadoop framework is mostly formed in the Java programming language, with partial native code in C and 

command line utilities written as shell scripts. Though this MapReduce-Java code is common, any programming language along 
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with “Hadoop Streaming” for “map” and “reduce” parts implementation of the user’s program can use this. Other projects in the 

Hadoop ecosystem expose richer user interfaces. 

D. Map Reduce  

A MapReduce job functions in such a way that the input data set gets split into autonomous chunks that are processed by map 

tasks in parallel method. The MapReduce framework inputs to the reduce tasks after sorting the outputs of the maps. After 

processing both inputs & output of the job are stored in a file system. 

E. Big Data & Cloud 

Cloud computing plays a key role in Big Data; not only because of infrastructure and tools provided, but also because of a 

business model that can be followed by Big Data Analytics (e.g. Analytics as a Service (AaaS) or Big Data as a Service 

(BDaaS)). However, AaaS/BDaaS gets various challenges due to customer and provider’s staff are much more in the loop than in 

outdated Cloud providers offering infrastructure/platform/software as a service. 

Cloud computing comprises various security concerns due to the various technologies incorporated in it, like databases, 

networks, operating systems, load balancing, memory management, etc. Hence, the security issues associated with these systems 

are affecting cloud environments as well. 

II. NEED OF SECURITY IN BIG DATA 

Big Data requires the same kind of principles and practices as like mentioned earlier in the Cloud. The enterprise security 

management requires centralized access, resource authorization and manage through complete audit practices. The Big data 

strategy would be aligned with the standard enterprise practices & policies that are already established to avoid 

multiple/duplicate implementations and having a centralized environment management. 

The key challenge in this area is discovering techniques that are able to explore the rapid elasticity and large scale of 

Cloud environment. As the data available for Big Data analytics are increasing drastically, timely processing of such data would 

be a relevant advantage to be able to explore such a capability for businesses. In the same way, standards and interfaces for these 

activities are also required, as they would help to disseminate ‘‘prediction and analytics as services’’ providers that would 

compete for customers.  

In the area of Big Data, many associated research challenges are available. First of all the data processing techniques 

needs to more efficient/effective to have real-time work. The major area in computer networks and software analytics, which has 

major significance in large-scale infrastructure management like Cloud with associated software/open source development and 

its quality developments. 

III. SECURITY ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH BIG DATA IN CLOUD COMPUTING 

The challenges of security in cloud computing environments can be categorized into the following major areas viz. Network 

level, User authentication level, Data level and generic issues.[5] 

Network level: The network security and network protocols, like distributed data, nodes, internode communication etc. fall under 

this category. 

 Authentication level: The various authentication methods related to node level management, user authentication and 

encryption techniques fall under this category. The authentication methods involve logging, application and nodes 

authentication and admin rights for nodes. 

 Data level: The data availability and integrity like data protection fall under this category. 

 Generic types: The usage of various technologies and traditional security tools fall under this category. 

Below given are fewer security issues identified in the area of big data in cloud computing: 

 The network that does the interconnection to the systems in the cloud must be very secure. 

 The virtualization paradigm in cloud computing has various security issues.  

 The mapping between virtual machines and physical machines must be accomplished very securely. 

 The data security, which comprises the data encryption and relevant policies, must be imposed for data sharing. 

Moreover, memory management and resource allocation algorithms also must be secure 

IV. RELATED WORK, ISSUES & CHALLENGES 

There are six major research areas identified in the big data security in the Cloud are given below:[8] 

 Applied ontology 

 Security 

 Storage and Transport 

 Accessibility 
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 Inconsistencies 

 Mobility 

The following are the top 10 challenges identified by CSA[1]  in the area of Big Data in Cloud Computing: 

 Secure computations in distributed programming frameworks 

 Security best practices for non-relational data stores 

 Secure data storage and transactions logs 

 End-point input validation/filtering 

 Real-time security/compliance monitoring 

 Scalable and compassable privacy-preserving data mining and analytics 

 Cryptographically enforced access control and secure communication 

 Granular access control 

 Granular audits 

 Data provenance 

The following is the security classification/framework identified by the current researchers: 

 

 
Fig. 4: Security classification/framework 
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The following are the few research areas identified by the current researchers wherein any of these areas can be utilized for our 

further research: 

 Logging: The logging needs to be enabled for all map reduce jobs that modify the available data along with the user 

information who are responsible for those. These logs can be used for auditing purposes to find out whether any malicious 

operations are executed in the data available in the nodes. 

 Software Format and Node Maintenance: The nodes, which executes the software, must be formatted on a regular basis to 

remove the virus if available. In addition, all the software’s including Hadoop must be updated to have the complete secured 

system. 

 Nodes Authentication: The authentication must be done when any node is joined with a cluster. No malicious node must be 

allowed to join the cluster. Various authentication techniques like Kerberos can be used for validation between authorized 

and malicious nodes. 

 Rigorous System Testing of Map Reduce Jobs: Once a map reduce job is created by any developer, the testing must be done 

in a distributed environment thoroughly instead of a single/stand-alone machine. This will ensure the stability and robustness 

of the job created. 

 Honeypot Nodes: Honey pot nodes in a cluster can be used to find and eliminate hackers. These nodes will appear like 

normal nodes, but they are the traps to find out the hackers. 
Table 1: Abbreviations and Acronyms 

Sr. No. Abbreviation Meaning 

1 CSA Cloud Security Alliance 

2 HDFS Hadoop distributed file system 

3 BDA Big Data Analytics 

4 GFS Google File System 

V. CONCLUSION / FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

Security and privacy plays major role in the big data processing and storage. This involves the massive use of huge 

infrastructures and third-party services that used for hosting various services like data hosting, critical operations performance 

etc. As this grows exponentially, massive amount of challenges is bringing in the data storage, monitoring and security. In 

addition, the prevalence of cloud brings more challenges into the picture along with the available big data challenges. As the 

cloud, being an open network the focus must be on the data security & storage, which is an essential and effective privacy 

protection in this vast area. Our future research would be focusing on these three major areas Network level, User Authentication 

Level and Data Level wherein the security features can be implemented or enhanced on the data security framework, that are 

already available.[3] 
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